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expecting an assault from the new republic, they were shocked to learn that the jedi had allied with the imperial
remnant to stop the empire. however, after failing their second attempt at the artifact, kossskar and arek attempted

a third time. the second attempt was a success: they managed to create a white shadow named darth chihiluka.
chihiluka was used to destroy the new republic, but chihiluka fled back into the academy where he absorbed the

innate powers of the jedi that had tried to stop him. they then used the dark jedi power to restore their bodies and
commanded their shadows to further develop the scarif and the wormhole. however, chihiluka became too powerful,

and killed both kossskar and arek. [3] chihiluka was defeated at the last minute by palpatine. an alliance between
the empire and the faction hunters was already established while the battle of scarif occurred. the faction hunters
had attempted to take down the new republic's fleet by sending a couple of stealth ships after the new republic
vessel. while the alliance destroyed the stealth ships, the vessel survived. with series creator marco wagenaar
working as a consultant on the development team, there is certainly a lot of experience to be shared and an

element of continuity in the game that imperium galactica ii delivers. the engine has been used before to create the
earlier sequel to empire earth ii . and the gameplay is as fast-paced as ever, with both open and closed worlds, and

a genre-defining combat system that is based on real-time strategy.
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